
Focus: TROP2 and Dato-DXd Study design
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(up to  

6 patients)

  TROP2 is highly expressed on breast and other epithelial tumors, including 80% 
of patients with TNBC,10 which makes it a possible target for anticancer therapies.

  Dato-DXd displayed encouraging clinical activity with a manageable safety profile 
in heavily pretreated patients with metastatic NSCLC in the Phase 1 TROPION-
PanTumor01 study (NCT03401385).11

  In TROPION-PanTumor01, Dato-DXd has shown encouraging activity in heavily 
pretreated TNBC patients with a consistent safety profile as seen in NSCLC.12

  Dato-Dxd can produce DNA damage and apoptosis in TROP2-expressing tumor 
cells13 and may eliminate surrounding cells through bystander antitumor effect.

  In preclinical studies, combination of T-DXd (containing the same payload as 
Dato-DXd) with an anti–PD-1 antibody provided a better antitumor effect than 
either monotherapy, possibly due to increased T-cell activity and upregulation of 
PD-L1 expression induced by the anibody-drug conjugate (ADC). The hypothesis 
is that Dato-DXd may provide a similar combination benefit with immune 
checkpoint inhibitors that target the PD-1/PD-L1 pathway.14

Arm 7 of BEGONIA, evaluating the combination of durvalumab with  
Dato-DXd, was recently initiated and is currently enrolling
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Methods

  The Dato-DXd arm (Study Design) will evaluate durvalumab (1120 mg) + Dato-DXd 
(6 mg/kg) given intravenously every 3 weeks until disease progression or 
unacceptable toxicity. 

  Part 1 of each arm includes a total of 30 patients with a safety run-in (n=6) to 
observe dose-limiting toxicities (DLTs), identify the recommended Phase 2 dose 
(RP2D), and detect an efficacy signal for Part 2 expansion.

  A Safety Review Committee will evaluate the safety, tolerability, and available 
pharmacokinetics of each combination or recommend dose modification based 
on 6 DLT evaluable patients who have completed 1 cycle (21 or 28 days of 
treatment) or had a DLT.

  A combination dose will be considered nontolerable if 2 or more of up to 6 DLT 
evaluable patients experience a DLT at the combination dose level.

  Once the RP2D has been established for Part 1, a futility analysis (Simon 2-stage) 
will be performed with an option to expand the cohort to an additional 27 patients if 
expansion criteria are met. Tumors will be assessed every 6 weeks per RECIST v1.1. 

  Kaplan–Meier analysis will be used for PFS and OS. 

  PD-L1 (all Arms) and TROP2 (Dato-DXd arm) expression will be assessed by 
immunohistochemistry as exploratory analyses.
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  The monoclonal antibody component of Dato-DXd selectively binds to TROP2 
expressed on the tumor cell surface.15 

  Dato-DXd is internalized by the tumor cell, where the linker is selectively cleaved 
by lysosomal enzymes typically upregulated in tumor cells.16

   The topoisomerase I inhibitor payload (DXd) is released into the cytoplasm of the 
cell.16,17 The released payload enters the cell nucleus and inhibits topoisomerase I, 
damaging the tumor cell’s DNA.17 The payload has high cell membrane 
permeability, which enables a bystander antitumor effect resulting in elimination  
of both target and surrounding tumor cells.16,17

   The DNA damage caused by the payload results in tumor cell death.17

Using optimized DXd technology, Dato-DXd is a novel, investigational TROP2-
directed ADC specifically designed to enhance selective tumor cell death and 
reduce systemic exposure to the topoisomerase I inhibitor payload. 

Figure 2: Mechanism of action of Dato-DXd 
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Figure 1: Proposed mechanism of action for durvalumab combinations with 
novel oncology therapies in BEGONIA9 
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Adapted from Chen DS, et al. Immunity. 2013;39(1):1-10. 

For Part 1, arms in gray are closed, and arms in blue are open.

Key Inclusion Criteria

  Female patients aged ≥18 years 

  Untreated unresectable, locally advanced or mTNBC

  ≥12 months since prior taxane therapy

  ECOG PS 0/1, adequate organ function

  ≥1 nonirradiated measurable lesion 

Key Exclusion Criteria

  Untreated central nervous system metastases

  History of interstitial lung disease/pneumonitis

  Underlying pulmonary disorder or other lung-specific illnesses

  Clinically significant corneal disease*

  Prior treatment with an antibody-drug conjugate containing a topoisomerase I 
inhibitor*

*Dato-DXd specific criteria

Introduction

  Patients with mTNBC have limited treatment options and poor prognosis.1,2 

  The combination of immune checkpoint inhibitors with chemotherapy shows 
promise, but only PD-L1+ patients with mTNBC derive benefit, highlighting the 
need for new combinations for a broader patient population.3,4

  BEGONIA (NCT03742102) is an ongoing, multicenter, multiarm platform study 
evaluating the safety and efficacy of durvalumab, an anti–PD-L1 monoclonal 
antibody, with or without paclitaxel, in combination with novel oncology therapies 
as first-line treatment for mTNBC.

Durvalumab

  Durvalumab blocks T-cell PD-L1 binding to PD-1 and CD80 on APCs and tumor 
cells, thereby allowing T cells to recognize and kill tumor cells (Figure 1).

Novel oncology therapies

  Capivasertib inhibits all AKT isoforms and activates the innate immune system 
(Figure 1). In patients with mTNBC, treatment with capivasertib improved OS 
compared with placebo.5

  Oleclumab binds to CD73, inhibiting catalysis of AMP-mediated lymphocyte 
suppression, and causes changes in both myeloid and lymphoid tumor-infiltrating 
lymphocytes (Figure 1). High CD73 expression is associated with poor prognosis 
in TNBC.6 Chemotherapy, including paclitaxel, has also been reported to induce 
the transcription of PD-L1 and CD73 in TNBC.7

  Trastuzumab deruxtecan (T-DXd) is an HER2-directed antibody and 
topoisomerase I inhibitor conjugate (Figure 1). It provided durable responses  
in patients with HER2-low–expressing breast cancer,8 which is considered  
HER2 negative by current testing standards.

  Datopotamab deruxtecan (Dato-DXd) is a trophoblast cell surface antigen 2 (TROP2)-
directed antibody and topoisomerase I inhibitor conjugate (Figures 1 and 2).




